PRESENCE INSIGHTS
TECHNICAL SELLER MAP.
LEGEND
Product isn’t
trained enough.

THINKS

DAVE

Why has no one
closed a P.I. Sale?

I must be up to date
w/ everything P.I.

We don’t have enough
sale enablement.

Enablement

SEBASTIAN

SAYS
I’ve done this for 20 years.

MAXIME

DOES

Businesses are
apprehensive about
getting into the convo.

How current is the info?

What is PI?

VANESSA

Enablement calls.

Do I need to be part
of the first meeting?
I need to learn the tech.

MICHAEL

Listening in on 2x
weekly calls.

I must understand
the products

Enablement
calls.

How does PI work?

Stays current w/
PI & MF.
Listens in on 2hr
sales calls.

Actively working on
other accounts

Enablement call.

I need to be part of
full process.

What beacons
are they using?

I need to understand
the sales strategy.

I need to fully
understand the business.

When is the meeting?

Have we worked
w/ them before?

Let me check
communities.

Research
I am the 2nd line of defense.

Talking w/ sales reps

Does extensive
research.

Works closely w/
2 salespeople.

Do you have any
contacts at (business)?

I work w/ a team.

Let me chat w/ other
CTP’s about the product.

What are their
challenges?

I need a floor plan.
What are my
client needs?

What are some new markets
we can explore?

Where is the roll
Do they have sensors? & motivation of customer? What is our value prop?

Let’s talk business goals.

What are relevant use cases?

Do I have the right info?

Read through Bluemix Documentation

Are there loyalty programs?

What is the business value?

Do I need to ask
follow ups?

I have some questions.

Who is my audience?

Which experts can I talk to?

I am trying to understand
my customers.

What are the pain points?

Googling business info.
What are customer interests?

Could you explain it in more detail?

gathers as much info
as he can on customer

Talking w/ sales team.

Understands client needs.

Let me call my sales team

Reads internet for
new markets.

Talks w/ previous clients.

Checks Communities.

Do you have any contacts
in the (blank) industry?
Is this a return customer?

Involved in
sales calls.

Talks w/ customers
in departments.

Calling customer.

Reads case studies.

Looks at sugar CRM.

Goes on communities.

What sensors do
you have?

What are the
business needs?

What is the
value prop?

What background do we have on the customer?

Talks w/ customers
to build best workshop.

Practice
How can I get them
to a POC?
How does this fit into the
customers business?

Am I up
to date?

What solution
can I show?

Every slide should
be high impact.

I need to show
implementation of beacons.

I must be engaging.

Who is my audience?

Will this help
close the deal?

What do I
need to cover?

Should I call
my client?

Everything is
prepped and ready.

Let’s build a
custom demo.

The demo must
be perfect.

“Hey Dave, it’s Max,
got a few questions
for you...”

What are my customers
UX/UI Themes?
Customization sells products.

Building interactive demos.

Everyone should
understand this demo.

They have x, y, z;
technically.

Let’s make this
highly visual.

Crisp &
How do I present
understandable. this effectively?

Who is my
audience?

Let’s work w/
the customer.

Making pres.
Reading documentation.

I am confident in
my knowledge.

Building deck from scratch.
Downlaod
sales kit.
Creating a demo that doesn’t
need hardware

What is the value prop?
I know my customer.
What’s the best use case?

What does the
customer like to do?

I must be clear
and concise.

Make small
changes to deck

Lookup sample script.

Spends hours a day prepping.
Call sales team.
Makes small
changes to demo
Creates back up plans. (video)
Teach & understand the
Mobile First story.

Does presentation clearly
show the value?

Finds floor plans.

Is this the most
up to date?

Finds deck templates.

Customizes Dave’s demo.
Focuses on analytics.

Perform
Let’s get a pilot going.

Do you have experience
w/ beacons?

What hardware do I bring?

Should we set up
a follow up meeting?

I understand the material.

I am ready for anything.

I’m here to give
tech understanding.

I can answer most
tech. Q’s.

Great Q. Let
me check on that.

I can use my
intuition.

That Q. was out
of left field.

Let’s deep dive.

Does my audience
understand this?

This will be a success
for your business because...

Who is the decision maker there?

This is part 1 of 2 for the meeting.
I am ready and prepared.
In person
presentations.

Let’s talk
about a pilot.

This is your
solution.

Pilot > POC.
This is part 1 of 2 for the meeting.

Does anyone have any Q’s?
Who here has exp.
w/ beacons?

Engaging w/ audience.

Let me show you what the customer uses.

Showing different levels
of communication.

Do want to set up a follow up?

Let me show you
P.I. on mobile.
This works with Mobile First platform.

Not focusing
completely on PI.
Thinking on his feet.

Shows Dave’s Demo.
We don’t sell beacons.

Showing high level first.

Beacons are better than (blank)
because (blank).

Runs simulations of P.I.
to show data.

Do you use bluemix?

Pilot
Spends 25% of
meeting talking
about PI.

Shows analytics
of PI.

Sets up
physical demo.

Uses Dave’s app.

Uses beacons.

Uses bluemix
to present.

